The Parklands E-Bike Policy

21st Century Parks, the management behind The Parklands of Floyds Fork, authorizes persons over the age of 16 to use “Class I” electronic-assist bicycles, commonly known as e-bikes, on roadways and authorized bike trails throughout The Parklands of Floyds Fork. These bikes are subject to the same rules, regulations, ordinances and laws as those applicable to traditional human-powered bicycles.

This policy is limited to Class I e-bikes, which are defined as: “Bicycles equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the e-bike reaches 20mph.” At this time, Class II and Class III e-bikes are not permitted within The Parklands of Floyds Fork.

Types of E-Bikes:

• Class I Bicycle is equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the e-bike reaches 20mph. *(Approved for use in The Parklands)*

• Class II Bicycle is equipped with a throttle-actuated motor that ceases to provide assistance when the bike reaches 20mph. *(Use prohibited in The Parklands)*

• Class III Bicycle is equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling, and that ceases to provide assistance at 28mph. *(Use prohibited in The Parklands)*